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HOMOGENEOUS G-ALGEBRAS II
ROBERTO MARTI´NEZ-VILLA AND JERONIMO MONDRAGO´N
Abstract. G-algebras, or Groebner bases algebras, were considered by Levan-
dovsky in, [Le], these algebras include very important families of algebras, like
the Weyl algebras [Co], [Miℓ] and the universal enveloping algebra of a finite
dimensional Lie algebra. These algebras are not graded in a natural way, but
they are filtered. Going to the associated graded algebra is the standard way
to study their properties [Miℓ]. In a previous paper [MMo1] we studied an
homogeneous version of the G-algebras, which results naturally graded, and
through a des homogenization property, we obtain an ordinary G-algebra. The
main results in our first paper were the following:
Homogeneous G-algebras are Koszul of finite global dimension, Artin Schel-
ter regular, noetherian and have a Poincare Birkoff basis. We give the structure
of their Yoneda algebras by generators and relations.
In the second part of the paper we consider the quantum polynomial ring
and prove, for the finitely generated graded modules, cohomology formulas
analogous to those we have in the usual polynomial ring.
In the third part we use the results of the previous part to study the coho-
mology of the homogeneous G-algebras.
Part four was dedicated to the study of the relations between an homoge-
neous G-algebra B and its des homogenization B/(Z-1)B = A, Applications
to the study of finite dimensional Lie algebras and Weyl algebras were given.
In the last sections of the paper we study the relations, at the level of
modules, among the homogenized algebra B , its graded localization Bz , the
des homogenization A=B/(Z-1)B and the Yoneda algebra B!.
In this paper we investigate the relations among all these algebras at the
level of derived categories.
1. Some results on the homogeneous G- algebras
Let k be a field of zero characteristic. A G- algebra An has the following descrip-
tion by generators and relations: An=k <X1,X2,...Xn >/<XiXj- bijXjXi+
n∑
k=1
ckijXk
+dij |i>j, bij ∈ k-{0}>, where k <X1,X2,...Xn > is the free algebra in n generators.
Examples of these algebras are the following:
i) The Weyl algebras Dn=k <X1,X2,...Xn,∂1,∂2,...∂n >/I , with I= <[Xi,∂j ]-δij ,
[Xi,Xj ],[∂i,∂j ] >, and δij Kronecker´s delta.
ii) Let g a finite dimensional Lie algebra with basis µ1,µ2,...µn and [µi, µj ]=∑
cki,jµk. The Universal enveloping algebra is the algebra U(g)=k <X1,X2,...Xn,>/I,
with the ideal I=<XiXj-XjXi-
n∑
k=1
ckijXk >.
iii) Quantized versions of i), ii).
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We know that G-algebras are notherian, they have a Poincare-Birkoff basis,
which induces a natural filtration, the associated graded algebra is the quantum
polynomial ring.
In the particular example of the Weyl algebras, we know that in addition they
are simple algebras.
It is of interest to study both, the category of finitely generated An-modules, and
the derived category Db(modAn). This is not a simple task since for examples i),ii)
we do not in general know even the irreducible An-modules, so what we do instead
is to associate to An the graded algebra Bn defined by generators and relations
as Bn=k <X1,X2,...Xn,Z>/<XiXj- bijXjXi+
n∑
k=1
ckijZXk+dijZ
2 |i>j, bij ∈ k-{0},
XiZ-ZXi >, where k <X1,X2,...Xn,Z> is the free algebra in n generators. The alge-
bra Bn, thus defined will be called the homogeniztion of An and we recover An by
the deshomogenization An ∼= Bn/ (Z-1)Bn. We call algebras like Bn, homogeneous
G-algebras.
Homogeneous G-algebras are much easier to study than G- algebras, since,
as we proved in our first paper, they are Koszul of finite global dimension and
Artin Schelter regular [AS], by Koszul theory [GM1],[GM2],[M] ,[Sm] its Yoneda
algebraB!n is a finite dimensional selfinjective algebra, and there is an equivalence of
triangulated categories Db(grB!n)
∼=Db(grBn) and a duality between the categories
of left Bn and B
!
n Koszul modules, respectively, F : KBn → KB!n . In order to
understand the An -modules via the finite dimensional algebra B
!
n, we must study
the relations between the categories modAn and grB!n . In [MMo1] we concentrated
in the structure of the algebras Bn and B
!
n and studied the relations among the
categories modA, grBn and grB!n . Here we study the relations among the algebras
An, Bn and B
!
n at the level of derived categories.
For the benefit of the reader we start recalling some of the results in our first
paper [MMo1]. The homogeneous G-algebra Bn has a Poincare Birkoff basis, Bn is
two sided noetherian of both, global and Gelfand Kirillov dimension n+1. The
polynomial algebra k[Z] is contained in the center of Bn, and Bn is a finitely
generated k[Z]-algebra. Denote by Cn=kq[X1,X2,...Xn] the quantum polynomial
algebra Cn is a Koszul algebra with Yoneda algebra the quantized exterior algebra
C !n=kq[X1,X2,...Xn]/<X
2
i >, these algebras are related to Bn and B
!
n as follows:
Cn is isomorphic to the quotient Bn/ZBn and C
!
n is a subalgebra of B
!
n. Moreover,
there is a left (right) C !n-module decomposition B
!
n=C
!
n⊕ C
!
nZ (B
!
n=C
!
n⊕ZC
!
n).
As we mentioned above, the relation of Bn with the G-algebra An is given by
the isomorphism Bn/(Z-1)Bn ∼= An.
Since Z is an element in the center of Bn, we take the graded localization (Bn)Z .
The algebra (Bn)Z is a strongly graded Z-graded algebra which has in degree zero
an algebra ((Bn)Z)0 isomorphic to (Bn)Z/(Z-1)(Bn)Z , which is in turn isomor-
phic to Bn/(Z-1)Bn ∼= An. By Dade’s theorem, [Da] there is an exact equivalence
of categories Gr(Bn)z
∼=ModAn , which induces by restriction an exact equivalence
of categories between the corresponding categories of finitely generated modules
gr(Bn)z
∼=modAn . In view of the previous statements, to understand the module
structure over a G- algebra An it is enough to study the relations between grBn
and the finitely generated (Bn)z-modules, gr(Bn)z, but this is just the localization
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process, which is rather known, then to use Koszul duality to relate grBn and grB!n .
We recall some basic facts about selfinjective finite dimensional algebras that
will be needed, in the particular situation we are considering. For more details we
refer to the paper by Yamagata [Y] .
Let Λ be a finite dimensional selfinjective algebra over a field k. Denote by
D(ΛΛ)=Homk(Λ,k) the standard bimodule. There is an isomorphism of left Λ-
modules ϕ: Λ →D(Λ), which induces by adjunction a map β′:Λ ⊗Λ Λ → k. By
definition, β′(a⊗b)=ϕ(b)(a).The composition: Λ × Λ
p
→ Λ⊗Λ
β′
Λ→ k, β = β′p is a
non degenerated Λ-bilinear form, and Λ⊗Λ Λ is the cokernel of the map Λ⊗k Λ⊗k
Λ→ Λ⊗k Λ given by a⊗b⊗c→ab⊗c-a⊗bc. Let π:Λ⊗kΛ→ Λ⊗ΛΛ be the cokernel
map.
The map β′ induces a map β:Λ ⊗k Λ → k by β(x⊗y)=β
′(y⊗x). Hence β is
also non degenerated. In consequence, there is a k-linear isomorphism ψ:Λ→D(Λ)
given by: ψ(a1)(a2)=β(a2⊗a1)=β(a1⊗a2)=ϕ(a2)(a1).
Set σ=ψ−1ϕ. There is a chain of equalities:
β(σ(y),x)=β(ψ−1ϕ(y),x)=ψψ−1ϕ(y)(x)=ϕ(y)(x)=β(y⊗x).
The map σ:Λ→ Λ is an isomorphism of k-algebras.
β(σ(y1y2)⊗z)=β(z⊗y1y2)=β(zy1⊗y2)=β(y2,zy1)=β(σ(y2),zy1)=β(σ(y2)z,y1)
=β(y1,σ(y2)z)=β(σ(y1),σ(y2)z)=β(σ(y1)σ(y2),z).
Since z is arbitrary and β non degenerated σ(y1y2)=σ(y1)σ(y2).
Let D(Λ)σ (σ−1D(Λ)) be the Λ-Λ bimodule with right (left) multiplication shifted
by σ (σ−1). Then ϕ:Λ →D(Λ)σ and ψ:Λ →σ−1D(Λ) are isomorphisms of Λ- Λ
bimodules.
ϕ(xa)(y)=β(y,xa)=β(σ(x)σ(a),y)=β(σ(x),σ(a)y)=β(σ(a)y,x)=
ϕ(x)(σ(a)y)=ϕ(x)σ(a)(y), for all y. Therefore ϕ(xa)=ϕ(x)σ(a). As claimed.
In a similar way, ψ(xb)(y)=ϕ(y)(xb)=β(xb,y)=β(x,by)=ϕ(by)(x)=ψ(x)b(y).
Since y is arbitrary, ψ(xb)=ψ(x)b.
In the other hand, ϕ(y)(x)=(ψ(x)(y)=β(x,y)=β(σσ−1(x),y)=β(y,σ−1(x))
=ϕ(σ−1(x))(y). Hence, ψ(x)=ϕ(σ−1(x)).
It follows: ψ(bx)=ϕ(σ−1(b)σ−1(x))=σ−1(b)ϕ(σ−1(x))=σ−1(b)ψ(x).
Let M be a finitely generated Λ-module. Since σΛ ∼=D(Λ) as bimodule, there
are natural isomorphisms:
D(M∗)=HomΛ(HomΛ(M ,Λ), D(Λ))=HomΛ(HomΛ(M ,Λ), σΛ)∼= σM
∗∗ ∼= σM ,
where σM=M as abelian group and multiplication by Λ shifted by σ.
We look now to the case Λ a positively graded selfinjective k-algebra and
ϕ: Λ →D(Λ)[n] an isomorphism of graded Λ-modules. Let a, x be elements of
Λ of degrees k and j, respectively. Then ϕ(xa)=ϕ(x)σ(a) is an homogeneous ele-
ment of degree k+j and σ(a)=Σσ(a)i, with σ(a)i homogeneous elements of degree
i. Hence ϕ(x)σ(a)i=0 for all i 6=j. But ϕ(x)σ(a)i(1)=ϕ(x)(σ(a)i)=β(σ(a)i,x)=0 for
all homogeneous elements x. Hence β(σ(a)i,Λ)=0 and σ(a)i=0 for i 6=j.
We have proved σ is an isomorphism of graded k-algebras, which induces iso-
morphisms of graded Λ-Λ bimodules: ϕ:Λ→D(Λ)σ [n], and ψ:Λ→σ−1D(Λ)[n].
We only need to check ψ is an isomorphism of graded k-vector spaces.
Being ϕ a graded map, ϕ={ϕℓ} and ϕℓ:Λℓ →Homk(Λn−ℓ,k)[n] isomorphisms,
inducing maps β′ℓ:Λn−ℓ⊗Λℓ → k and βℓ:Λℓ⊗k Λn−ℓ → k, with βℓ(x⊗y)=β
′
ℓ(y⊗x).
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Each βℓinduces maps ψℓΛ:n−ℓ →D(Λℓ)[n] such that ψ={ψℓ} becomes a graded
map.
In case M is a finitely generated graded left Λ-module there is a chain of iso-
morphisms of graded Λ-modules:
D(M∗)=HomΛ(HomA(M ,Λ),D(Λ))=HomΛ(HomΛ(M ,Λ),σΛ[-n])∼= σM
∗∗[-n]∼=
σM [-n].
Assume now Λ is Koszul sefinjective with Nakayama automorphism σ and Yoneda
algebra Γ. It was remarked in [M] that under these conditions there is natural action
of σ as a graded automorphism of Γ, we will recall now this construction.
Let x be an element of ExtnΛ(Λ0Λ,0)=⊕
i,j
ExtnΛ(Si,Sj), x=(xi,j) with xi,j the ex-
tension:
xi,j :0→ Sj [-n]→ E1 → E2 → ...→ En → Si → 0.
Then σxi,j is the extension:
σxi,j :0→ σSj [-n]→ σE1 → σE2 → ...→ σEn → σSi → 0.
Since σ is a permutation of the graded simple, σx=(σxi,j) is an element of
ExtnΛ(Λ0,Λ0) and σ :Ext
n
Λ(Λ0,Λ0)→Ext
n
Λ(Λ0,Λ0) is an isomorphism of k-vector
spaces which extends to a graded automorphism of Γ= ⊕
n≥0
ExtnΛ(Λ0,Λ0).
Let M be a finitely generated (graded) A-module and x=(xj)∈Ext
n(M ,Λ0)
= ⊕
j≥0
ExtnΛ(M ,Sj).
xj : 0→ Sj [-n]→ E1 → E2 → ...→ En →M → 0.
Then σx=(σxj) with
σxj : 0→ σSj [-n]→ σE1 → σE2 → ...→ σEn → σM → 0.
In this case there is an isomorphism of k-vector spaces:
σ: ExtnΛ(M ,Λ0)→Ext
n
Λ(σM ,Λ0), which induces a graded isomorphism:
σ: ⊕
n≥0
ExtnΛ(M ,Λ0)→ ⊕
n≥0
ExtnΛ(σM ,Λ0).
We also call the Nakayama automorphism to the automorphism σ of Γ.
We now look in more detail to the Nakayama automorphism σ of the shriek
algebra B!n of the homogeneous algebra Bn.
The graded ring B!n has a decomposition: (B
!
n)0=(C
!
n)0, (B
!
n)1=(C
!
n)1⊕Z(C
!
n)0,
(B!n)2=(C
!
n)2⊕Z(C
!
n)1, .... (B
!
n)i=(C
!
n)i⊕Z(C
!
n)i−1,... (B
!
n)n=(C
!
n)n⊕Z(C
!
n)n−1,
(B!n)n+1=Z(C
!
n)n
The algebra C !n is the quantized exterior algebra in n variables, hence
dimk(C
!
n)j=
(
n
j
)
=
(
n
n-j
)
=dimk(C
!
n)n−j .
Since (B!n)j=(C
!
n)j⊕Z(C
!
n)j−1, it follows:
dimk(B
!
n)j=
(
n
j
)
+
(
n
j-1
)
=
(
n
n+1-j
)
+
(
n
n-j
)
=dimk(B
!
n)n+1−j .
The graded left module D( (B!n) decomposes in homogeneous components:
D( (B!n)=D((B
!
n)n+1)+D((B
!
n)n)+...D( (B
!
n)0).
Each component (B!n)i has as basis paths of length i, either of the form
Xj1Xj2 ...Xji−1Z, or of the form Xj1Xj2 ...Xji , and D((B
!
n)n+1-i) has as basis the
dual basis of paths of length n+1-i.
The isomorphism of graded left modules: ϕ: B!n →D(B
!
n)[-n-1], sends a path of,
either of the form γ=Xj1Xj2 ...Xji−1Z, or of the form
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γ=Xj1Xj2 ...Xji , to the dual basis fρ-γ of the path ρ-γ of length n+1-i, with ρ
the path of maximal length ρ=X1X2...XnZ.
Since (B!n)i=(C
!
n)i⊕Z(C
!
n)i−1, the isomorphisn φ restricts to isomorphisms of
k-vector spaces ϕ:(C !n)i →D(Z(C
!
n)n−i−1) and ϕ:(ZC
!
n)i−1 →D((C
!
n)n−i), hence, ϕ
induces isomorphisms of C !n-modules ϕ:(C
!
n)→D(Z(C
!
n)) and ϕ : (ZC
!
n)→D((C
!
n).
Now the isomorphism ψ : B!n →D(B
!
n)[-n-1] given ψ(b1)(b2)=ϕ(b2)(b1) is such
that for c1 ∈(C
!
n)i and b∈Bn,b=
n+1∑
i=0
bi, ψ(c1)(b)=
n+1∑
k=0
ϕ(bk)(c1), since for all k 6=i
the length of bk is different from n+1-i, then ϕ(bk)(c1)=0, ψ(c1)∈D(Z(C
!
n)n-i-1),
hence, ψ induces an isomorphism of graded C !n-modules ψ : (C
!
n)→D(Z(C
!
n)) and
in a similar way an isomorphism ψ:(ZC !n)→D((C
!
n). It follows the Nakayama au-
tomorphism σ restricts to an automorphisms of graded rings: σ : C !n → C
!
n and of
C !n-bimodules σ : ZC
!
n → ZC
!
n.
Any automorphism σ of a ring Λ takes the center to the center, since z ∈ Z(Λ)
implies that for any b∈ Λ, σ(Zb)=σ(Z)σ(b)=σ(bZ)=σ(b)σ(Z).
In case Λ is the homogeneous Weyl algebra it is not difficult to see that the center
of Λ is k[Z] and since σ(Z) is an homogeneous element of degree one in Z(B)=k[Z], it
is clear σ(Z)=kZ with k a non zero element of the field k.
2. The derived Categories Db(QgrBn) and D
b(gr(Bn)Z).
We describe now the main results of the paper: let’s consider a homogeneous
G-algebra Bn, and let QgrBn be the quotient category of grBn , module the objects
of finite length, this is: the category of ”tails” consider in [AZ],[G], [P]. QgrBn is
an abelian category and there is an exact functor π: grBn →QgrBn . It was proved
in [MM],[MS] that there is an exact duality grB!n
∼=Db(QgrBn), with D
b(QgrBn)
the derived category of bounded complex of objects in QgrBn, we must consider
the relations between the categories Db(QgrBn) and D
b(gr(Bn)z), which in view
of the results of [MMo], the last one is equivalent as triangulated categories to
Db(modAn ). We prove that there exists an exact dense functor: D
b(ψ): Db(QgrBn)
→Db(gr(Bn)z) with kernel T =KerD
b(ψ)={π(M◦)|M◦ ∈Db(grBn) for all i, H
i(M◦)
is of Z-torsion}. The main theorem of the section is that there exists an equivalence
of triangulated categories Db(QgrBn) /T
∼=Db(gr(Bn)z), where the category T is an
”epasse” subcategory of Db(QgrBn) and D
b(QgrBn) /T is the Verdier quotient.[Mi]
In section three, together with the quotient of categories considered in section
two, we consider a full embedding of a subcategory F of Db(QgrBn) in D
b(gr(Bn)z).
Here F is the full subcategory of Db(QgrBn) consisting of the T -local objects [Mi],
this is: F={ X◦ |HomDb(QgrBn ) (T , X
◦)=0}.
Using the duality φ: grB!n →D
b(QgrBn) we obtain a pair of triangulated subcat-
egories (F ′, T ′) of grB!n such that F
′ → F and T ′ → T under the duality φ. We
obtain the following characterization of the subcategories T ′ and F ′ of grB! : T
′
is the smallest triangulated subcategories of grB!n containing the induced modules
M⊗C!n B
!
n and closed under the Nakayama automorphism, T
′ has Auslander-Reiten
triangles and they are of the type ZA∞. For the category F
′ we obtain the fol-
lowing characterization: F ′ consists of the graded finitely generated B!n-modules
whose restriction to C !n is injective. Furthermore, the category F
′ is closed under
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the Nakayama automorphism, it has Auslander-Reiten triangles and they are of
type ZA∞.
In order to obtain an equivalence instead of a duality we apply the usual duality
D:grB!n →grB!opn to obtain subcategories T and F of grB!opn with T=D(T
′) and
F=D(F ′) where T is the smallest triangulated subcategory of grB!opn containing the
induced modules and F is the full subcategory of grB!opn consisting of those modules
whose restriction to C !n is projective.
Finally we obtain the main results of the paper: there is an equivalence of
triangulated categories grB!opn / T
∼=Db(modAn) and there is a full embedding of
triangulated categories F →Db(modAn).
We start recalling the construction of the categories of ”tails” QGrBn and QgrBn.
Let M be a graded Bn-module, t(M)=
∑
L∈J
L and J={L |sub module of M
dimkL <∞}.
Claim: t(M/t(M))=0.
Let N be a finitely generated sub module of M such that N+t(M)/t(M)=
N/N∩t(M) is finite dimensional over k. Since Bn is noetherian N∩t(M) is a
finitely generated submodule of t(M), hence of finite dimension over k. It follows
N is finite dimensional, so N ⊂t(M).
Let N be an arbitrary sub module of M with N+t(M)/t(M) finite dimensional
over k, then N=
∑
Ni, with Ni finitely generated, each Ni+t(M)/t(M) is finite
dimensional, therefore Ni ⊂t(M). It follows N ⊂t(M) and t is an idempotent
radical.
If we denote by grBn and gr(Bn)Z the categories of finitely generated graded
Bn and (Bn)Z -modules, respectively, then the localization functor Q restricts to a
functor Q: grBn →gr(Bn)Z .
Definition 1. Given a Bn-module M, define the Z-torsion of M as: tZ(M)=
{m∈M|there exists n>0 with Znm = 0}. It is clear tZ is an idempotent radical.
We say M is Z-torsion when tZ(M)=M and Z-torsion free if tZ(M)=0.
The kernel of the natural map M −→MZ is tZ(M).
Definition 2. We say that a (graded) Bn-module is torsion if t(M)=M and torsion
free if t(M)=0.
It is clear t(M) is Z-torsion and t(M)⊂tZ(M). Therefore if M is torsion then it
is Z -torsion and if M is Z-torsion free then it is torsion free.
The torsion free modules form a Serre (or thick) subcategory of GrBnwe local-
ize with respect to this subcategory as explained in [Ga],[P]. Denote by QGrBn
the quotient category and let π:GrBn →QGrBn be the quotient functor, QGrBn=
GrBn/Torsion, is an abelian category with enough injectives and π is an exact func-
tor. When taking this quotient we are inverting the maps of Bn-graded modules,
f: M → N such that Kerf and Cokerf are torsion.
The category QGrBn has the same objects as GrBn and maps:
HomQGrBn (π(M),π(N))=lim−→HomGrBn (M
′,N/t(N)), the limit running through
all the sub modules M ′of M such that M/M ′ is torsion.
If M is a finitely generated module, then the limit has a simpler form:
HomQGrBn (π(M),π(N))=lim−→
k
HomGrBn (M≥k,N/t(N)).
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In case N is torsion free: HomQGrBn (π(M),π(N))=lim−→
k
HomGrBn (M≥k,N).
The functor π: GrBn →QGrBn has a right adjoint: ̟: QGrBn →GrBnsuch that
π̟ ∼=1. [P].
If we denote by grBn the category of finitely generated graded Bn-modules, and
by QgrBn the full subcategory of QGrBn consisting of the objects π(N) with N
finitely generated, then the functor π induces by restriction a functor: π:grBn →QgrBn.
The kernel of π is: Kerπ={M ∈ grBn | π(M)=0}={M ∈ grBn |t(M)=M}.
In the other hand, the functor
Q=(Bn)Z⊗
B
-: grBn →gr(Bn)Z has kernel {M∈grBn |MZ=0}={M∈grBn |tZ(M)=M}.
It follows: Kerπ ⊂Ker((Bn)Z⊗
B
-).
According to [P] (pag. 173 Cor. 3.11) there exists a unique functor ψ such that
the following diagram commutes:
grBn
π
→ QgrBn
(Bn)Z ⊗
B
- ց ւ ψ
gr(Bn)Z
This is: ψπ=(Bn)Z⊗
B
-.
Proposition 1. The functor ψ: QgrBn →gr(Bn)Z is exact.
Proof. Let 0→ π(M)
∧
f
→ π(N)
∧
g
→ π(L)→ 0 be an exact sequence in QgrBn . We may
assume M ,N ,L torsion free. Then::
∧
f ∈ lim
−→
k
HomGrBn(M≥k,N) and
∧
g ∈ lim
−→
s
HomGrBn(N≥s,L).
There exist exact sequences: 0 → M≥k+1 → M≥k → M≥k/M≥k+1 → 0 which
induces an exact sequence:
0→HomGrBn (M≥k/M≥k+1,N)→ HomGrBn (M≥k,N)→HomGrBn (M≥k+1,N).
Since we are assuming N is torsion free HomGrBn (M≥k/M≥k+1,N)=0.
Hence
∧
f ∈HomGrBn (π(M),π(N))= ∪k≥0
HomGrBn (M≥k,N).
The map
∧
f is represented by f: M≥k → N. Similarly,
∧
g is represented by a map
g: N≥ℓ → L and we have a sequence: M≥k+ℓ
f
→ N≥ℓ
g
→ L with
∧
(gf)=
∧
g
∧
f=0, which
implies gf factors through a torsion module, but L torsion free implies gf=0. Since
M≥k+ℓ is torsion free, f is a monomorphism. If Cokerg is torsion, there exists an
s≥0 such that Cokerg≥s=0. Taking a large enough truncation we obtain a sequence:
M≥s
f
→ N≥s
g
→ L≥s with f a monomorphism, g an epimorphism and gf=0.
Consider the exact sequences: 0→ M≥s
f ′′
→Kerg→ H → 0,
0→Kerg→ N≥s → L≥s → 0.
Applying π we obtain the following isomorphism of exact sequences:
0→ π(M≥s)
πf ′′
→ π(Kerg) → π(H) → 0
↓∼= ↓∼=
0→ π(M)
∧
f
→ Ker
∧
g → 0
It follows π(H)=0 and H is torsion, so there exists an integer t≥0 such that
H≥t=0. Finally taking a large enough truncation we get an exact sequence:
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0→M≥s
f
→ N≥s
g
→ L≥s → 0 such that the following sequences are isomorphic:
0→ π(M≥s)
πf
→ π(N≥s)
πg
→ π(L≥s) → 0
↓∼= ↓∼= ↓∼=
0→ π(M)
∧
f
→ π(N)
∧
g
→ π(L) → 0
Applying ψ we have an exact sequence: 0 → ψπ(M)
ψ
∧
f
→ ψπ(N)
ψ
∧
g
→ ψπ(L)→ 0,
which is isomorphic to 0→(M≥s)Z
fZ
→(N≥s)Z
gZ
→(L≥s)Z → 0.
We have proved ψ is exact. 
The functor ψ has a derived functor: D(ψ):Db(QgrBn)→D
b(gr(Bn)Z ), we will
study next its properties.
Observe QgrBn does not have neither enough projective nor enough injective
objects.
Lemma 1. Let 0→ N1
d1→ N2
d2→ ...Nℓ−1
dℓ−1
→ Nℓ → 0 be a sequence of Bn- modules
and assume the compositions didi−1 factors through a module of Z-torsion. Then
there exists a complex:
0 → N1
∧
d1→ N2⊕tZ(N1)
∧
d2→ N3⊕tZ(N2)...Nℓ−1 ⊕tZ(Nℓ)
∧
dℓ−1
→ Nℓ → 0, where
∧
d1=
[
-d1
s1
]
,
∧
di=
[
(-1)
i
di ji+1
si (-1)
i
d′i+1
]
and
∧
dℓ−1=
[
-dℓ−1 jℓ
]
, and the maps
ji:tZ(Ni)→ Ni are the natural inclusions.
Proof. Each morphism di:Ni → Ni+1 induces by restriction a map
d′i:tZ(Ni)→tZ(Ni+1) such that the following diagram commutes:
tZ(N1)
d′1→ tZ(N2)
d′2→ tZ(N3) → ... tZ(Nℓ−1)
d′ℓ−1
→ tZ(Nℓ)
↓ j1 ↓ j2 ↓ j3 ↓ jℓ−1 ↓ jℓ
N1
d1→ N2
d2→ N3 Nℓ−1
dℓ−1
→ Nℓ
Since the compositions didi−1 factors through a module of Z-torsion, there exist
maps si:Ni →tZ(Ni+2) such that ji+2si=di+1di.
We have the following equalities: ji+2siji=di+1diji=di+1jid
′
i=ji+2d
′
i+1d
′
i and ji+2
a monomorphism implies siji=d
′
i+1d
′
i .
We can easily check
∧
di+1
∧
di=0. 
Proposition 2. Denote by Q the localization functor Q=(Bn)Z⊗
B
- and by Cb(-
), the category of bounded complexes. The induced functor Cb(Q):Cb(gr
Bn
)→
Cb(gr(Bn)Z ) is dense.
Proof. Let 0→
∧
M1
δ1→
∧
M2
δ2→ ...
∧
M ℓ−1
δℓ−1
→
∧
M ℓ → 0 be a complex in C
b(gr(Bn)Z ).
For each
∧
M ithere exists a finitely generated graded Bn-submodule Mi such that
(Mi)Z ∼=
∧
M i and a graded morphism di:Z
kiMi → Mi+1 of Bn-modules such that
(di)Z :(Z
kiMi)Z →(Mi+1)Z is isomorphic δi:
∧
M i →
∧
M i+1. Let k be
ℓ∑
i=0
ki. We then
have a chain of Bn-morphisms:
ZkM1
d1→Zk2+..kℓM2
d2→Zk3+..kℓM3
d3→...Zkℓ−1+..kℓMℓ−1
dℓ−1
→ ZkℓMℓ. Changing
notation write Mi instead of Z
ki+..kℓMi.
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We then have a chain of morphisms:
M1
d1→M2
d2→ ...Mℓ−1
dℓ−1
→ Mℓ such that (M1)Z
d1Z→ (M2)Z
d2Z→ ...(Mℓ−1)Z
dℓ−1Z→ (Mℓ)Z
is isomorphic to the complex: 0→
∧
M1
δ1→
∧
M2
δ2→ ...
∧
M ℓ−1
δℓ−1
→
∧
M ℓ → 0.
This implies (didi−1)Z=0, which means didi−1 factors through a Z-torsion mod-
ule. By lemma? there exists a complex:
0→ M1
∧
d1→ M2⊕tZ(M1)
∧
d2→ M3⊕tZ(M2)...Mℓ−1 ⊕tZ(Mℓ)
∧
dℓ−1
→ Mℓ →0 such that
0→M1Z
∧
d1Z→ (M2⊕tZ(M1))Z
∧
d2Z→ (M3⊕tZ(M2))Z ...(Mℓ−1 ⊕tZ(Mℓ))Z
∧
dℓ−1Z→ MℓZ →0
is isomorphic to: 0→
∧
M1
δ1→
∧
M2
δ2→ ...
∧
M ℓ−1
δℓ−1
→
∧
M ℓ → 0. 
Corollary 1. The functor Cb(ψ):Cb(Qgr
Bn
)→ Cb(gr(Bn)Z ) is dense.
Proof. There are functors Cb(π):Cb(grBn)→ C
b(QgrBn) and C
b(ψ):Cb(QgrBn)→
Cb(gr(Bn)Z ) such that C
b(ψ) Cb(π)=Cb(Q) and Cb(Q) dense implies Cb(ψ) is dense.

Corollary 2. The induced functors Kb(Q) : Kb(grBn)→ K
b(gr(Bn)Z ) and K
b(ψ) :
Kb(QgrBn)→ K
b(gr(Bn)Z ) are dense.
Proof. Interpreting Kb(A) as the stable category of Cb(A), denote by τ :Cb(A)→
Kb(A) the corresponding functor. There is a commutative diagram:
Cb(grBn)
Cb(Q)
→ Cb(gr(Bn)Z )
↓ τ ↓ τ
Kb(grBn)
Kb(Q)
→ Kb(gr(Bn)Z )
Since the functors τ and Cb(Q) are dense, the functor Kb(Q) is dense.
As above we have isomorphisms: Kb(ψ) Kb(π)∼= Kb(Q). It follows Kb(ψ) is
dense. 
Corollary 3. The induced functors Db(Q):Db(grBn)→D
b(gr(Bn)Z ) and
Db(ψ):Db(QgrBn)→D
b(gr(Bn)Z ) are dense.
Proof. Since the functors π:grBn →QgrBn and ψ:QgrBn →gr(Bn)Z are exact they
induce derived functors Db(π):Db(grBn)→D
b(QgrBn), D
b(ψ):Db(QgrBn)→D
b(grBnZ )
such that Db(ψ)Db(π)=Db(Q).
There is a commutative exact diagram:
Kb(grBn)
Kb(Q)
→ Kb(gr(Bn)Z )
↓ ↓
Db(grBn)
Db(Q)
→ Db(gr(Bn)Z )
where the functors corresponding to the columns are dense, hence Db(Q) is dense,
which in turn implies Db(ψ) is dense. 
We will describe next he kernel of the functor Db(ψ). By definition, KerDb(ψ)=
{
∧
M◦ |Db(ψ)(
∧
M◦) is acyclic}.
Proposition 3. There is the following description of T =KerDb(ψ).KerDb(ψ)=
{πM◦ |M◦ ∈Db(grBn) such that for all i, H
i(M◦) is of Z-torsion}.
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Proof. The kernel of the functor Db(ψ) is the category T of complexes:
∼
N
◦
: 0→ πN1
∧
d1→ πN2
∧
d2→ πN3...πNℓ−1
∧
dℓ−1
→ πNℓ → 0, such that:
0→ ψπN1
ψ
∧
d1
→ ψπN2
ψ
∧
d2
→ ψπN3...ψπNℓ−1
∧
ψdℓ−1
→ ψπNℓ → 0 is acyclic.
Proceeding as above, we may assume each Ni and each map
∧
di lifts to a map
di:(Ni)≥k → Ni+1 such that the map π(di):π((Ni)≥k)→ π(Ni+1) is isomorphic to
∧
di: πNi → πNi+1.
Taking a large enough truncation we get a complex of Bn-modules:
N◦≥k: 0→(N1)≥k
d1→(N2)≥k
d2→...(Nℓ−1)≥k
dℓ−1
→ (Nℓ)≥k →0,
such that π(N◦≥k)
∼=
∼
N
◦
.
The complex:
(N◦≥k)Z : 0→(N1)≥k)Z
d1Z→ ((N2)≥k)Z
d2Z→ ...((Nℓ−1)≥k)Z
dℓ−1Z→ ((Nℓ)≥k)Z →0 is
isomorphic to 0→ ψπN1
ψ
∧
d1
→ ψπN2
ψ
∧
d2
→ ψπN3...ψπNℓ−1
∧
ψdℓ−1
→ ψπNℓ →0, hence it is
acyclic.
Changing notation we have a complex of Bn-modules:
N◦: 0→ N1
d1→ N2
d2→ ...Nℓ−1
dℓ−1
→ Nℓ →0 such that
(N◦)Z : 0→(N1)Z
d1Z→ (N2)Z
d2Z→ ...(Nℓ−1)Z
dℓ−1Z→ (Nℓ)Z →0 is acyclic.
We have exact sequences:
0
↓
0→ Kerd1 → N1
d1→ Imd1 → 0
↓ j
0→ Kerd2 → N2
d2→ N3
↓
H1(N◦)
↓
0
Localizing we get exact sequences:
0
↓
0→ (Kerd1)Z → (N1)Z
d1Z→ (Imd1)Z → 0
↓ jZ
0→ (Kerd2)Z → (N2)Z
d2Z→ (N3)Z
↓
H1(N◦)Z
↓
0
where jZ , d1Z are isomorphisms, hence H
0(N◦)Z=0, H
1(N◦)Z=0. Therefore
H0(N◦) and H1(N◦) are Z-torsion. More generally for each i the modules Hi(N◦)
are Z-torsion. 
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Remark 1. LetM be a Koszul left B!-module such that F (M)= ⊕
n≥0
ExtnB!(M ,B
!
0) is
a B-module of Z-torsion and σ : Bn → Bn the Nakayama automorphism defined in
Section 1. Then F (σM) is of Z-torsion, in particular F (D(M∗)[n]) is of Z-torsion.
Since F (σM)=σFM for x∈ F (M) there is an integer k≥0 such that Zkx=0 and
in σFM , Zk∗x=σ(Zk)x=ckZkx=0.
Corollary 4. The Nakayama automorphism σ: Bn → Bn induces an autoequiva-
lence Db(σ): Db(grBn)→D
b(grBn) and T is invariant under D
b(σ).
Proof. We saw in Section 1 that given an automorphism of graded algebras σ:Bn →
Bn, there is an autoequivalence grBn →grBn , that we also denote by σ, such that
σ(M) is the moduleM with twisted multiplication b∈ Bn and m∈M , b∗m=σ(b)m,
clearly σ is an exact functor that sends modules of finite length into modules of
finite length. Then σ induces an exact functor: σ: QgrBn →QgrBn. Therefore an
autoequivalence: Db(σ):Db(grBn)→D
b(grBn). If M is a module of Z-torsion, then
σM is of Z-torsion. From this it is clear that Db(σ) sends an element of T to an
element of T . 
The category T =KerD(ψ) is ”epasse” (thick) and we can take the Verdier quo-
tient Db(QgrBn) /T .[Mi]
Our aim is to prove the main result of the section:
Theorem 1. There exists an equivalence of triangulated categories:
Db(QgrBn)/T
∼=Db(gr(Bn)Z ).
Let
∧
s
−1∧
f :
∧
X
◦
→
∧
Y
◦
be a map in Ψ(T ) (in Miyachi’s notation). This is a roof
∧
K
◦
∧
f ր տ
∧
s
∧
X
◦ ∧
Y
◦
,
where
∧
X
◦
is a complex of the form:
∧
X
◦:
:0→ πXn0
∧
d
→ πXn0+1
∧
d
→...→ πXn0+ℓ−1
∧
d
→ πXn0+ℓ → 0.
After a proper truncation there exists complexes of graded Bn-modules X
◦, K◦,
Y ◦ such that πX◦ ∼=
∧
X
◦
, πK◦ ∼=
∧
K
◦:
,π Y ◦ ∼=
∧
Y
◦:
and graded maps f:X◦ → K◦, s:
Y ◦ → K◦ such that πf=
∧
f , πs =
∧
s, the roof
∧
s
−1∧
f becomes:
πK◦
πfր տ πs
πX◦ πY ◦
,
where πs is a quasi isomorphism.
There is a triangle in Kb(grBn): X
◦ f→ K◦
g
→ Z◦
h
→ X◦[-1] which induces a
morphism of triangles:
X◦
f
→ K◦
g
→ Z◦
h
→ X◦[-1]
↑ u ↑ s ↑ 1 ↑ u[-1]
X ′◦ → Y ◦
gs
→ Z◦ → X ′◦[-1]
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Applying π we obtain a morphism of triangles:
πX◦
πf
→ πK◦
πg
→ πZ◦ π
h
→ πX◦[-1]
↑ πu ↑ πs ↑ 1 ↑ πu[-1]
πX ′◦ → πY ◦
πgs
→ πZ◦ → πX ′◦[-1]
By definition of Ψ(T ) the object πZ◦ ∈ T ,which means Z◦ has homology of
Z-torsion. The maps πs, πu are quasi isomorphisms. Applying the functor ψ we
obtain a triangle: ψπX◦
ψπf
→ ψπK◦
ψπg
→ ψπZ◦
ψπh
→ ψπX◦[-1] where ψπZ◦is acyclic.
It follows ψπ f is invertible in Db(gr(Bn)Z ).
We have proved the functor: Db(ψ):Db(QgrBn)→D
b(gr(Bn)Z ) sends elements of
Ψ(T ) to invertible elements in Db(gr(Bn)Z). By [Mi] Prop. 712, there exists a
functor θ:Db(QgrBn)/T →D
b(gr(Bn)Z ) such that the triangle:
Db(QgrBn)
Db(ψ)
→ Db(gr(Bn)Z
)
Qց ր θ
Db(QgrBn)/T
,
commutes.
Since Db(ψ) is dense, so is θ.
Before proving θ is an equivalence, we will need two lemmas:
Lemma 2. Let K◦, L◦ be complexes in Cb(grBn) and let
∧
f :K◦Z → L
◦
Z be a mor-
phism of complexes of graded (Bn)Z-modules. Then there exists a bounded complex
of graded Bn-modules N
◦ and a map of complexes f:N◦ → L◦ such that N◦Z
∼= K◦Z
and fZ=
∧
f .
Proof. Let K◦, L◦ be the complexes: K◦: 0 → K0
d
→ K1
d
→ ...Kn−1
d
→ Kn → 0
and L◦: 0→ L0
d
→ L1
d
→ ...Ln−1
d
→ Ln → 0.
Each map
∧
f i:K
i
Z → L
i
Z lifts to a map fi:Z
kiKi → Li such that (fi)Z=
∧
f i. Let k
be max{kj}. Then we have the following diagram:
0→ ZkK0
d
→ ZkK1
d
→ ZkK2
d
→ ... ZkKn → 0
↓ f0 ↓ f1 ↓ f2 ↓ fn
0→ L0
d
→ L1
d
→ L2
d
→ ... Ln → 0
where (dfi−1-fid)Z=d
∧
f i−1-
∧
f id=0.The map dfi−1-fid factors though tZ(L
i).
There exist maps si−1:Z
kKi−1 →tZ(L
i), ji:tZ(L
i)→ Li such that fid-dfi−1=jisi−1
and the diagrams:
tZ(L
i−1)
d′
→ tZ(L
i)
↓ ji−1 ↓ ji
Li−1
d
→ Li
commute.
We have the following equalities: (fid-dfi−1)d=jisi−1d, -dfi−1d=jisi−1d and
d(fi−1d-dfi−2)=dfi−1f=dji−1si−2=jidsi−2.
But ji mono implies si−1d+dsi−2=0.
We have proved that the sequence
N◦: 0→ZkK0
∧
d0→ZkK1⊕tZ(L
1)
∧
d1→ZkK2⊕tZ(L
2)...ZkKn−1⊕tZ(L
n−1)
∧
dℓ−1
→ ZkKn →0,
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with maps:
∧
d0 =
[
d
s0
]
,
∧
di =
[
d 0
si d
′
]
,
∧
dℓ−1=
[
d 0
]
is a complex of Bn-
modules and (fi,-ji):Z
kKi⊕tZ(L
i)→ Li, (f,-j):N◦ → L◦ is a map of complexes such
that N◦Z
∼= K◦Z and (f,j)Z=
∧
f . 
Lemma 3. Let K◦, L◦ be complexes in Cb(grBn) and
∧
f :L◦Z → K
◦
Z be a morphism
of complexes of graded (Bn)Z-modules which is homotopic to zero. Then there exist
bounded complexes of Bn-modules, M
◦, N◦and a map of complexes f:N◦ → M◦,
such that f is homotopic to zero, N◦Z
∼= L◦Z, M
◦
Z
∼= K◦Z and fZ
∼=
∧
f .
Proof. Consider the following diagram:
0→ L0Z
dZ→ L1Z
dZ→ L2Z
dZ→ ... LmZ → 0
↓
∧
f0 s1 ւ ↓
∧
f1 s2 ւ ↓
∧
f2 sm ւ ↓
∧
fm
0→ K0Z
dZ→ K1Z
dZ→ K2Z
dZ→ ... LnZ → 0
,
where s:L◦Z → K
◦
Z [-1] is the homotopy, hence
∧
f i=dZsi+si+1dZ .
For each i there exist integers ki, k
′
i and maps ti: Z
kiLi → Ki−1 and f′i: Z
k′iLi →
Ki such that (ti)Z=si and (f
′
i)Z=
∧
f i. Taking k=max{kj}we have maps:
0→ ZkL0
d
→ ZkL1
d
→ ZkL2
d
→ ... ZkLm → 0
↓ f′0 t1 ւ ↓ f
′
1 t2 ւ ↓ f
′
2 tm ւ ↓ f
′
m
0→ K0
d
→ K1
d
→ K2
d
→ ... Km → 0
Consider the map: (f′i-(ti+1d+dti))Z=
∧
f i-(si+1dZ+dZsi=0. As above,
f′i-(ti+1d+dti) factors through a Z-torsion module and there exist maps:
vi:Z
kLi →tZ(K
i) and inclusions ji:tZ(K
i)→ Ki such that f′i-(ti+1d+dti)=-jivi or
f′i+jivi=ti+1d+dti.
Set fi=f
′
i+jivi.Then (fi)Z=(f
′
i)Z=
∧
f i.
But we have now fi=ti+1d+dti,fi−1=tid+dti−1 imply fid=dtid=fi−1d. 
We can prove now the theorem.
i) θ is faithful.
Let T1 be T1={X
◦ ∈ Cb(grBn)|H
i(X◦) is torsion for all i} and T2={X
◦ ∈
Cb(grBn)|H
i(X◦) is Z-torsion for all i}.
A map in Db(QgrBn)/T can be written as follows:
πK◦ πL◦
πfր տ πs πtր տ πg
πX◦ πY ◦ πZ◦
where t, s∈ Ψ(T1) and g∈ Ψ(T2).
In Kb(grBn) we have maps:
K◦ L◦
fր տ s tր տ g
X◦ Y ◦ Z◦
We have an exact sequence of complexes:
0→ Y ◦
µ
→ K◦ ⊕ L◦ ⊕ I◦
υ
→ W ◦ → 0
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Where I◦ is a complex which is a sum of complexes of the form: 0→ X
1
→ X →
0, hence acyclic. The maps µ, υ are of the form: µ =

 st
u

 and υ = [ t′ s′ v ] .
By the long homology sequence, there is an exact sequence: *)
...→Hi+1(W ◦)→Hi(Y ◦)
Hi(µ)
→ Hi(K◦)⊕Hi(L◦)
Hi(υ)
→ Hi(W ◦)→Hi−1(Y ◦)→...
Since π is an exact functor, for any complex πHi(X◦)∼=Hi(πX◦) and the exact
sequence *) induces an exact sequence: **)
...→ πHi+1(W ◦)→ πHi(Y ◦)
πHi(µ)
→ πHi(K◦)⊕πHi(L◦)
πHi(υ)
→ πHi(W ◦)→
πHi−1(Y ◦)→...
Which is isomorphic to the complex:
...→Hi+1(πW ◦)→Hi(πY ◦)
Hi(πµ)
→ Hi(πK◦)⊕Hi(πL◦)
Hi(πυ)
→ Hi(πW ◦)→Hi−1(πY ◦)→...
The maps Hi(πs), Hi(πt) are isomorphisms. Hence it follows Hi(πµ) is for each
i a splittable monomorphism and for each i there is an exact sequence:
0→Hi(πY ◦)
Hi(πµ)
→ Hi(πK◦)⊕Hi(πL◦)
Hi(πυ)
→ Hi(πW ◦)→0
which can be embedded in a commutative exact diagram:
0 0
↓ ↓
0 Hi(πL◦)
1
→ Hi(πL◦)
↓ ↓
[
0
1
]
↓ Hi(πs′)
0→ Hi(πY ◦) → Hi(πK◦)⊕Hi(πL◦) → Hi(πW ◦) → 0
↓ Hi(πs) ↓
[
1 0
]
↓
0→ Hi(πK◦)
1
→ Hi(πK◦) → 0
↓ ↓
0 0
By this and a similar diagram it follows Hi(πs′),Hi(πt′) are isomorphisms.
We have a commutative diagram in Kb(QgrBn):
πW ◦
πt′ ր տ πs′
πK◦ πL◦
πfր տ πs πtր տ πg
πX◦ πY ◦ πZ◦
Then θ((πg)−1πt(πs)−1πf)=Db(ψ)((πs′πg)−1πt′πf))=(s′ZgZ)
−1t′Z fZ=0.
But s′Z , gZ , t
′
Z are isomorphisms in D
b(grBz). It follows fZ=0 in D
b(grBz).
Then there is a quasi isomorphism of complexes υ :
∧
N
◦
→ X◦Z such that fZυ is
homotopic to zero. By Lemma 3, there is a bounded complex N◦ of Bn-modules
and a map ν : N◦ → X◦such that N◦Z
∼=
∧
N
◦
and νZ can be identified with υ.
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According to Lemma 3. there is an integer k≥0 such that the composition
of maps ZkN◦
resν
→ X◦
f
→ K◦ is homotopic to zero and (resν)Z=νZ is a quasi
isomorphism. This implies resν ∈ Ψ(T2) and πf=0 in D
b(QgrBn)/T .
Therefore πg)−1πt(πs)−1πf=0 in Db(QgrBn)/T .
ii) θ is full.
Let
K◦Z
∧
s ւ ց
∧
f
X◦Z Y
◦
Z
be a map in Db(gr(Bn)Z ). By lemma 1, there exists a complex:
N◦:0→ZkK0
∧
d0→ ZkK1⊕tZ(Y
1)
∧
d1→ ZkK2⊕tZ(Y
2)...ZkKn−1⊕tZ(Y
n−1)
∧
dℓ−1
→ ZkKn →0,
where the differentials are of the form:
∧
d0 =
[
d
s0
]
,
∧
di =
[
d 0
si d
′
]
,
∧
dℓ−1=
[
d 0
]
and a map f:N◦ → Y ◦such that N◦Z
∼= K◦Z and fZ=
∧
f . Changing N◦ for K◦ we
may assume
∧
f is a localized map fZ and get a roof:
N◦Z
∧
s ւ ց fZ
X◦Z Y
◦
Z
.
We now lift
∧
s to a map of complexes s:
∧
N
◦
→ X◦:
0→ ZkN0
∧
d0→ ZkN1 ⊕ tZ(X
1
)
∧
d1→ ZkN2 ⊕ tZ(X
2
) ...
∧
dm−1
→ ZkNm → 0
s: ↓ s0 ↓ s1 ↓ s2 ↓ sm
0→ X0
d
→ X1
d
→ X2 ...
d
→ Xm → 0
with sz=
∧
s.
We have a commutative diagram:
0→ ZkN0
∧
d0→ ZkN1 ⊕ tZ(X
1)
∧
d1→ ZkN2 ⊕ tZ(X
2) ...
∧
dm−1
→ ZkNm → 0
(10) ↓ 1 ↓ (10) ↓ (10) ↓ 1
0→ ZkN0
d
→ ZkN1
d
→ ZkN2 ...
d
→ ZkNm → 0
We obtain the following roof:
∧
N
◦
sւ ց (10)
X◦ ZkN◦
ց f
Y ◦
Localizing we obtain:
∧
NZ
◦
sZ ւ ց (10)Z
X◦Z Z
kN◦Z
ց fZ
Y ◦Z
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with
∧
NZ
◦
(10)
Z→ ZkN◦Z
∼= N◦Z isomorphisms, sZ=
∧
s, fz=
∧
f .
We have proved θ is full.
3. The category of T -local objects.
Let F be the full subcategory of Db(QgrBn) consisting of T -local objects, this
is: F={X◦ ∈Db(QgrBn)|HomDb(QgrBn )(T ,X
◦)=0}.
According to [Mi], Prop. 9.8, for each Y ◦ ∈Db(QgrBn) and X
◦ ∈ F ,
HomDb(QgrBn )(Y
◦,X◦)=HomDb(QgrBn )/T (QY
◦,QX◦)∼=HomDb(gr(Bn)Z )(ψY
◦,ψX◦).
In particular there is a full embedding of F in Db(gr(Bn)Z ).
According to [MM] and [MS] there is a duality of triangulated categories
φ : gr
B
!op
n
→Db(QgrBn) induced by the duality φ :gr
B
!op
n
→ LCPBn , with LCPBn
the category of linear complexes of graded projective Bn-modules. If M = ⊕
i≥k0
Mi
is a graded B!opn -module, then φ(M) is a complex of the form:
D(M)⊗B0Bn :→...D(Mk0+n)⊗B0Bn[-k0-n]→ D(Mk0+n−1)⊗B0Bn[-k0-n+1]→...
D(Mk0+1)⊗B0Bn[-k0-1]→D(Mk0)⊗B0Bn[-k0]→0.
φ(M) is the complex:
π(D(M)⊗B0Bn):→...π(D(Mk0+n)⊗B0Bn[-k0-n])→ π(D(Mk0+n−1)⊗B0Bn[-k0-n+1])
→...π(D(Mk0+1)⊗B0Bn[-k0-1])→ π(D(Mk0)⊗B0Bn[-k0])→0.
If we compose with the usual duality we obtain an equivalence of triangulated
categories: φD: gr
B
!op
n
→Db(QgrBn).
Under the duality φ there is a pair (F ′,T ′) such that F ′ → F and T ′ → T
corresponds to the pair (T ,F).
We want to characterize the subcategories F ′, T ′of gr
B!n
.
We shall start by recalling some properties of the finitely generated graded Bn-
modules.
The algebra Bn is a Koszul algebra of finite global dimension, under such con-
ditions, for any finitely generated graded Bn-module M there is a truncation M≥k
such that M≥k[k] is Koszul [M2. But in QgrBn the objects πM and πM≥k are iso-
morphic, hence we can consider only Koszul Bn-modules and their shifts. Assume
M is finitely generated but of infinite dimension over k. The torsion part t(M) is
finite dimensional over k, hence there is a torsion free truncation M≥k of M , so we
may assume M torsion free and Koszul.
Let´s suppose M is of Z-torsion.There exists an integer n such that Zn−1M 6=0
and ZnM=0. There is a filtration M ⊃ZM ⊃Z2M ...⊃Z n−1M ⊃ 0. Since Z is an
element of degree one (ZM)i=ZMi−1, which implies (Z
jM)≥k=Z
j(M ≥k−j).
Truncation of Koszul is Koszul and we can take large enough truncation in order
to have (ZjM)≥k Koszul for all j. Changing M for M≥k we may assume all Z
jM
are Koszul. [GM1],[GM2].
There is a commutative exact diagram:
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0 0
↓ ↓
0→ Ω(M) → Ω(M/ZM) → ZM → 0
↓ ↓
P
1
→ P
↓ ↓
0→ ZM → M → M/ZM → 0
↓ ↓
0 0
the modules Ω(M), ZM are Koszul generated in the same degree, it follows
M/ZM is Koszul and for any integer k≥1 there is an exact sequence:
0→ Ωk(M) → Ωk(M/ZM) → Ωk−1(ZM) → 0 . By [GM1] there is
an exact sequence:
0→HomBn(Ω
k−1(ZM),B
n0)→HomBn(Ω
k(M/ZM),B
n0)→
HomBn(Ω
k(M),B
n0)→ 0 or an exact sequence:
*) 0→Extk−1Bn (ZM ,Bn0)→Ext
k
Bn
(M/ZM ,B
n0)→Ext
k
Bn
(M ,B
n0)→ 0.
We will denote by FBn(N)= ⊕
k≥0
ExtkBn(N ,Bn0) the Koszul duality functor
FBn :KBn → KB!n .
Adding all sequences *) we obtain an exact sequence:
0→ FBn(ZM)[-1]→ FBn(M/ZM)→ FBn(M)→ 0
We can apply the same argument to any module ZjM to get an exact sequence:
0→ FBn(Z
j+1M)[-j-1]→ FBn(Z
jM/Zj+1M)[-j]→ FBn(Z
jM)[-j]→0.
Gluing all short exact sequences we obtain a long exact sequence of Koszul up
to shifting B!n-modules:
**) 0→ FBn(Z
n−1M)[-n+1]→ FBn(Z
n−2M/Zn−1M)[-n+2]...→
FBn(M/ZM)→ FBn(M)→ 0
It will be enough to study non semisimple Koszul Bn-modules N such that
ZN = 0. They can be considered as Cn-modules.
We have the following commutative exact diagram:
0 0
↓ ↓
ZBn0n
1
→ ZBn0n
↓ ↓
0→ ΩB(N) → B
n0
n → N → 0
↓ ↓ ↓ 1
0→ ΩC(N) → C
n0
n → N → 0
↓ ↓
0 0
The algebra Bn is an integral domain and in consequence the free Bn-modules
are torsion free and ZBn0n is isomorphic to B
n0
n [-1].
The exact sequence: 0 →ZBn0n → ΩB(N)→ ΩC(N)→ 0 consists of graded
modules generated in degree one and the first two term are Koszul, by [GM] this
implies ΩC(N) is Koszul as Bn-module.
There is a commutative exact diagram:
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0 0
↓ ↓
0 → Bn0n [-1] → ZB
n0
n → 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0→ Ω2B(N) → B
n0+n1
n [-1] → ΩB(N) → 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0→ ΩBΩC(N) → B
n1
n [-1] → ΩC(N) → 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0 0 0
In particular Ω2B(N)
∼= ΩBΩC(N).
Since ΩC(N)⊂ C
n0
n it is a Cn-module and we have the following commutative
exact diagram:
0 0
↓ ↓
ZBn1n [-1]
1
→ ZBn1n [-1]
↓ ↓
0→ ΩBΩC(N) → B
n1
n [-1] → ΩC(N) → 0
↓ ↓ ↓ 1
0→ Ω2C(N) → C
n1
n → ΩC(N) → 0
↓ ↓
0 0
and an exact sequence: 0→ Bn1n [-2]→ Ω
2
B(N)→ Ω
2
C(N)→ 0.
In general there exist exact sequences:
0→ B
nk−1
n [-k]→ ΩkB(N)→ Ω
k
C(N)→ 0.
which induce exact sequences:
0→HomBn(Ω
k
C(N),Bn0)→HomBn(Ω
k
B(N),Bn0)→HomBn(B
nk−1
n [-k],Bn0)→ 0.
The module ΩkC(N) is annihilated by Z which implies JBΩ
k
C(N)=JCΩ
k
C(N).
The module B
n0
∼= Cn0
∼= k
HomBn(Ω
k
C(N),Bn0)
∼=HomBn0(Ω
k
C(N)/JBΩ
k
C(N),Bn0)
∼=
HomCn0(Ω
k
C(N)/JcΩ
k
C(N),Cn0)
∼=HomCn(Ω
k
C(N),Cn0)
∼=ExtkCn(N ,Cn0).
We then have an exact sequence: *) 0→ FCn(N)
α
→ FBn(N)→
m
⊕
k=1
Snk−1 [k]→ 0
Lemma 4. The map α is a morphism of C !n-modules.
Proof. Let x be an element of ExtkCn(k,k) and y∈Ext
k
Cn
(N ,k) we want to prove
α(xy)=xα(y).
The element x is an extension: 0 → k → E → k → 0 and y : 0 → k → V →
Ωk−1C (N)→ 0, the induced map f given below corresponds to y:
0→ ΩkC(N) → C
nk−1
n → Ω
k−1
C (N) → 0
↓ f ↓ ↓ 1
0→ k → V → Ωk−1C (N) → 0
Consider the following pull back:
0→ k → L → ΩkC(N) → 0
↓ 1 ↓ ↓ f
0→ k → E → k → 0
The exact sequence: 0→ B
nk−1
n [-k]→ ΩkB(N)
πk→ ΩkC(N)→ 0 induces a pull back
of Bn-modules:
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0→ k → W → ΩkB(N) → 0
↓ 1 ↓ ↓ πk
0→ k → L → ΩkC(N) → 0
It was proved above the existence of commutative exact diagrams:
0 0
↓ ↓
0 → B
nk−2
n → B
nk−2
n → 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0→ ΩkB(N) → B
nk−2+nk−1
n → Ω
k−1
B (N) → 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0→ ΩkB(N) → B
nk−1
n → Ω
k−1
C (N) → 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0 0 0
and
0→ ΩkB(N) → B
nk−1
n → Ω
k−1
C (N) → 0
↓ ↓ ↓ 1
0→ ΩkC(N) → C
nk−1
n → Ω
k−1
C (N) → 0
↓ ↓
0 0
Gluing diagrams we obtain a commutative diagram with exact rows:
0→ Ωk+1B (N) → B
nk+nk−1
n → B
nk−2+nk−1
n → Ω
k−1
B (N) → 0
ϕ ↓ ↓ ց ↓ ↓
α(xy): 0→ k → W → Bnk−1n → Ω
k−1
C (N) → 0
↓ 1 ↓ ↓ ↓ 1
xy: 0→ k → L → Cnk−1n → Ω
k−1
C (N) → 0
↓ 1 ↓ ↓ ↓ 1
xy: 0→ k → E → V → Ωk−1C (N) → 0
α(xy) = φ ∈ Extk+1Bn (N,K) .
In the other hand we have the following commutative diagram with exact rows:
0→ Ωk+1B (N) → B
nk+nk−1
n → Ω
k
B(N) → 0
↓ 1 ↓ ↓ πk
0→ Ωk+1B (N) → B
nk
n → Ω
k
C(N) → 0
↓ πk+1 ↓ ↓ 1
0→ Ωk+1C (N) → C
nk
n → Ω
k
C(N) → 0
↓ ϕ′ ↓ ↓ 1
0→ k → L → ΩkC(N) → 0
↓ 1 ↓ ↓ f
0→ k → E → k → 0
Gluing diagrams we obtain the following commutative exact diagrams:
0→ Ωk+1B (N) → B
nk+nk−1
n → Ω
k
B(N) → 0
↓ ϕ′πk+1 ↓ ↓ fπk
0→ k → E → k → 0
and
0→ Ωk+1B (N) → B
nk+nk−1
n → Ω
k
B(N) → 0
↓ ϕ ↓ ↓ fπk
0→ k → E → k → 0
The map ϕ′ corresponds with xf∈Extk+1Cn (N ,k), α(y)=πkf, xα(y)=ϕ.
Then we have: α(xy)=α(xf)=ϕ′πk+1=Ω(fπk)=ϕ=xα(y). 
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Lemma 5. There is an isomorphism: B!nFC(M)=FB(M).
Proof. Let x be an element of ExtkBn(M ,k) and ϕ the corresponding morphism:
ϕ:ΩkB(M)→ k. As above there exists the following commutative exact diagram:
0 0
↓ ↓
0 → B
nk−2
n [-k+1] → B
nk−2
n [-k+1] → 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0→ ΩkB(M) → B
nk−2+nk−1
n [-k+1] → Ω
k−1
B (M) → 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0→ ΩBΩ
k−1
C (M) → B
nk−1
n [-k+1] → Ω
k−1
C (M) → 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0 0 0
Since the module ΩkB(M) is generated in degree k, there exists an exact sequence
of graded modules generated in degree k:
0 → ΩkB(M)→ JB
nk−1
n [-k+1]→ JΩ
k−1
C (M)→ 0, which in turn induces an exact
sequence: 0 → JΩkB(M)→ J
2B
nk−1
n [-k+1]→ J2Ω
k−1
C (M)→ 0 and there exists a
commutative exact diagram:
0 0 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0→ JΩkB(M) → J
2Bnk−1n → J
2Ωk−1C (M) → 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0→ ΩkB(M)
j
→ JBnk−1n → JΩ
k−1
C (M) → 0
↓ π ↓ π ↓
0→ ΩkB(M)/JΩ
k
B(M)
j
⇄
q
JBnk−1n /J
2
Bnk−1n → JΩ
k−1
C (M)/J
2
Ωk−1C (M) → 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0 0 0
Since qj=1, it follows qπj= qjπ=π.
Being k semisimple, the map ϕ factors as follows:
ΩkB(M)
ϕ
→ k
π ց ր t
ΩkB(M)/JΩ
k
B(M)
.
Set f=tqπ, f: JB
nk−1
n [-k+1]→ k. Then fj=tqπj=tπ=ϕ.
Consider the commutative diagram with exact rows:
0→ ΩBΩ
k−1
C (M) → B
nk−1
n → Ω
k−1
C (M) → 0
↓ j ↓ 1 ↓ ρ
0→ JBnk−1 [-k+1] → B
nk−1
n → Ω
k−1
C (M)/JΩ
k−1
C (M) → 0
↓ f ↓ ↓∼=
x : 0→ k → E → ⊕k
nk−1
→ 0
.
The map corresponding to the last column is: p=


p1
..
.
pnk−1

: Ωk−1C (M)→ ⊕k
nk−1
.
Each pi: Ω
k−1
C (M)→ k corresponds to an element of Ext
k−1
Cn
(M ,k).
x=(x1,x2...xnk−1) and each xi is an extension: 0 → k → Ei → k → 0. Taking
pull backs:
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xipi: 0→ k → Li → Ω
k−1
C (M) → 0
↓ 1 ↓ ↓ pi
xi : 0→ k → Ei → k → 0
where each xipi ∈ B
!
nExt
k−1
Cn
(M ,k) and xp=
∑
xipi ∈ B
!
nExt
k−1
Cn
(M, k).
There is also the following induced diagram with exact rows:
0→ ΩBΩ
k−1
C (M) → B
nk−1
n [k+1] → Ω
k−1
C (M) → 0
↓ h ↓ ↓ 1
0→ k → L → Ωk−1C (M) → 0
↓ 1 ↓ ↓ p
x : 0→ k → E → ⊕k
nk−1
→ 0
Gluing the diagrams we obtain the following commutative exact diagram:
0→ ΩBΩ
k−1
C (M) → B
nk−1
n [k+1] → Ω
k−1
C (M) → 0
↓ h ↓ ↓ p
x : 0→ k → E → ⊕k
nk−1
→ 0
It follows h=fj=ϕ up to homotopy.
We have proved B!nExt
k−1
Cn
(M ,k)=ExtkBn(M ,k).
It follows by induction B!nFC(M)=FB(M). 
We can prove now the following:
Proposition 4. LetM be a Koszul non semisimple Bn-module with ZM=0, FB:KB →
KB!, FC :KC → KC! Koszul dualities. Then there is an isomorphism of B
!
n-
modules: B!n ⊗
C!
FC(M)∼= FB(M).
Proof. We proved in the previous lemma that the map µ:B!n ⊗
C!
FC(M)→ FB(M)
given by multiplication is surjective and we know that B!n=C
!
n⊕ZC
!
n, so there is
a splittable sequence of C !n-modules: 0 → C
!
n → B
!
n →ZC
!
n → 0 which induces a
commutative exact diagram:
0→ C !n ⊗
C!
FC(M) → B
!
n ⊗
C!
FC(M) → ZC
!
n ⊗
C!
FC(M) → 0
↓∼= ↓ µ ↓ µ′′
0→ FC(M) → FB(M) →
m
⊕Snk−1 [k] → 0
↓ ↓
0 0
By dimensions µ′′ is an isomorphism, therefore µ is an isomorphism. 
It as proved in [MM], [MS] that the duality φ:gr
B!n
→ LCPBn , with LCPBn the
category of linear complexes of graded projective Bn-modules, induces a duality
of triangulated categories φ :gr
B!n
→Db(QgrBopn ). In particular given a complex
πX◦ in Db(QgrBopn ), there is a totally linear complex (see [MM] for definition)
Y ◦ such that πY ◦ is isomorphic to πX◦, Moreover, Y ◦ is quasi isomorphic to a
linear complex of projective P ◦ and by [MS]P ◦ = φ(M). Therefore πX◦ is quasi
isomorphic to πφ(M).
It was proved in [MS] that Hi(φ(M))=0 for all i 6=0 if and only if M is Koszul
and in this case if GB!n : KB!n → KBn is Koszul duality, then H
0(φ(M))∼= GB!n(M).
Since B!n is a finite dimensional algebra, it follows by [MZ] that for any finitely
generated B!n-module M there exists an integer k≥0 such that Ω
kM is weakly
Koszul.
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since Ω is the shift in the triangulated category gr
B!n
and φ is a duality it follows
φ(ΩkM)∼= φ(M)[k]. Being the category T triangulated, it is invariant under shift
and πφ(M)∈ T if and only if πφ(ΩkM)∈ T .
We may assume M is weakly Koszul and M=
∑
i≥0
Mi, M0 6=0. By [MZ] there
exists an exact sequence: 0→ KM →M → L→ 0 with KM < M0 > generated by
the degree zero part of M , KM is Koszul and J
jKM=J
jM ∩KM for all j>0.
Being φ an exact functor there is an exact sequence: 0 → φ(L)→ φ(M)→
φ(KM )→ 0 of complexes of Bn-modules, which induces a long exact sequence:
...→H1(φ(L))→H1(φ(M))→H1(φ(KM ))→H
0(φ(L))→H0(φ(M))→H0(φ(KM ))→
0
where H0(φ(M))∼=H0(φ(KM )) and H
i(φ(L))∼=Hi(φ(M) for all i 6=0. Being KM
Koszul H0(φ(KM ))∼= GB!n(KM ) and GB!n(KM ) is of Z-torsion.
According to [MZ] there is a filtration: M=Up ⊃ Up−1 ⊃ ...U1 ⊃ U0=KM such
that Ui/Ui−1is Koszul and J
kUi ∩ Ui−1=J
kUi−1.
The module L is weakly Koszul and it has a filtration: L= Up/U0 ⊃ Up−1/U0 ⊃
...U1/U0 with factors Koszul, it follows by induction each GB!n(Ui/Ui−1)=Vi is a
Koszul Bn-module of Z-torsion.
Each Vi has a filtration: Vi ⊃ZVi ⊃Z
2Vi ⊃...⊃Z
kiVi ⊃ 0, Z
kiVi 6=0, Z
ki+1Vi=0.
After a truncation Vi≥niwe may assume all Z
jVi Koszul. But Vi≥ni=J
niVi ∼=
GB!n(Ω
ni(Ui/Ui−1)). Taking n=max{ni} we changeM for Ω
n(M), which is weakly
Koszul with filtration: ΩnM=ΩnUp ⊃ Ω
nUp−1 ⊃...Ω
nU1 ⊃ Ω
nU0.
We may assume all ZjVi are Koszul. There exist exact sequences:
*) 0→ FBn(Z
kiVi)[-ki]→ FBn(Z
ki−1Vi/Z
kiVi)[-ki+1]...→
FBn(Vi/ZVi)→ Ui/Ui−1 → 0
where each FBn(Z
jVi/Z
j+1Vi)∼= B
!
n ⊗
C!n
Xij is an induced module of a Koszul
C !n-module Xij .
Lemma 6. Let R be a Zgraded k-algebra, with k a field, M a graded left R-module
and N a graded right R-module. Then M ⊗
R
N is a graded k-module such that
M ⊗
R
N [j]∼=(M ⊗
R
N)[j]as graded k-modules.
Proof. Recall the definition of the graded tensor product [Mac]:
Let ψ:M ⊗
k
R ⊗
k
N → M ⊗
k
N be the map: ψ(m⊗r⊗n)=mr⊗n-m⊗rn. Then
Cokψ =M ⊗
R
N.
The k- moduleM⊗
k
N has grading: (M ⊗
k
N)k=
∑
i+j=k
Mi⊗
k
Nj . It followsM⊗
k
N
[j]∼=(M ⊗
k
N )[j].
and there is an isomorphism of exact sequences:
M ⊗
k
R⊗
k
(N [j]) → M ⊗
k
(N [j]) → M ⊗(
R
N [j]) → 0
↓∼= ↓∼= ↓∼=
(M ⊗
k
R⊗
k
N)[j] → (M ⊗
k
N)[j] → (M ⊗
R
N)[j] → 0

Lemma 7. Let B!n and C
!
n be the algebras given above, for any finitely generated
graded C !n-module M there is an isomorphism: ΩB!n(B
!
n ⊗
C!n
M)∼= B!n ⊗
C!n
ΩC!n(M).
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Proof. Let 0→ ΩC!n(M)→ F → M → 0 be an exact sequence with F free of rank
r, the graded projective cover of M . Then ΩC!n(M) ⊂ JC!nF.
We provedB!n = C
!
n⊕ZC
!
n, therefore JB!n=JC!n+ZC
!
n. It follows: B
!
n⊗
C!n
JC!n=C
!
n⊗
C!n
JC!n+ZC
!
n ⊗
C!n
JC!n=JC!n+Z⊗
C!n
JC!n ⊂ JB!n .
Therefore: B!n ⊗
C!n
ΩC!n(M)⊂ B
!
n⊗⊕
r
C!n
JC!n
∼= ⊕
r
B!n ⊗
C!n
JC!n ⊂ ⊕r
JB!n
∼= JB!n(B
!
n ⊗
C!n
F ).
It follows: 0→ B!n ⊗
C!n
ΩC!n(M)→ B
!
n ⊗
C!n
F → B!n ⊗
C!n
M → 0 is exact and B!n ⊗
C!n
F is
the graded projective cover of B!n ⊗
C!n
M . Then ΩB!n(B
!
n ⊗
C!n
M)∼= B!n ⊗
C!n
ΩC!n(M). 
Lemma 8. Let B!n and C
!
n be the algebras given above and let M be a Koszul
C !n-module. Then B
!
n ⊗
C!n
M is Koszul and GB!n(B
!
n ⊗
C!n
M)∼= GC!n(M).
Proof. Let ...→ Fn[-n]→ Fn−1[-n+1]→...F1[-1]→ F0 → M → 0 be a graded pro-
jective resolution of M ,with each Fi free of rank ri.Tensoring with B
!
n⊗
C!n
we ob-
tain a graded projective resolution of B!n ⊗
C!n
M : →(B!n ⊗
C!n
Fn)[-n]→(B
!
n ⊗
C!n
Fn−1)[-
n+1]→...(B!n ⊗
C!n
F1)[-1]→ B
!
n ⊗
C!n
F0 → B
!
n ⊗
C!n
M → 0 with each B!n ⊗
C!n
Fi free
B!n-modules of rank ri.
Moreover, ExtnB!n
(B!n ⊗
C!n
M ,k)∼=HomB!n(Ω
n(B!n ⊗
C!n
M),k)∼=
HomB!n(B
!
n ⊗
C!n
ΩnM ,k)∼=HomC!n(Ω
nM ,k)∼=ExtnC!n
(M, k).
Therefore: GB!n(B
!
n ⊗
C!n
M)∼= GC!n(M). 
Remark 2. To be GB!n(B
!
n ⊗
C!n
M) a Cn-module means: ZGB!n(B
!
n ⊗
C!n
M)=0.
We know Bn ∼= ⊕
m≥0
ExtmB!n
(k,k), Cn ⊕
m≥0
ExtmC!n
(k,k), and Bn/ZBn ∼= Cn. Since
C !n is a sub algebra of B
!
n, given an extension x: 0 → k → E1 → E2 → ...En → k
→ 0 of B!n, we obtain by restriction of scalars an extension
resx: 0 →resk →resE1 →resE2 →...resEn →resk → 0 of C
!
n-modules, where
resM is the module M with multiplication of scalars restricted to C !n.It is clear
res(xy)=res(x)res(y) and restriction gives an homomorphism of graded k-algebras:
res: ⊕
m≥0
ExtmB!n
(k,k)→ ⊕
m≥0
ExtmC!n
(k,k).
Lemma 9. There is an homomorphism: ρ:Ext1B!n
(k,k)→Ext1B!n
((B!n⊗
C!n
k,k), given by
the Yoneda product ρ(x)=xµ (pull back) of the exact sequence x with the multiplica-
tion map µ:B!n ⊗
C!n
k → k, such that the composition of the map,
ψ1:Ext
1
B!n
((B!n ⊗
C!n
k,k)→Ext1C!n
(k,k) in the previous lemma with ρ, is the restric-
tion: ψρ=res.
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Proof. Let x be the extension: x: 0 → k → E → k → 0. Since B!n is a free C
!
n-
module, there is a commutative exact diagram
0→ B!n⊗k
C!n
→ B!n ⊗
C!n
E → B!n ⊗
C!n
k → 0
↓ µ ↓ µ ↓ µ
0→ k → E → k → 0
with µ multiplication.
This diagram splits in two diagrams:
0→ B!n⊗k
C!n
→ B!n ⊗
C!n
E → B!n ⊗
C!n
k → 0
↓ µ ↓ ↓ 1
0→ k → W → B!n ⊗
C!n
k → 0
↓ 1 ↓ ↓ µ
0→ k → E → k → 0
Then ρ(x)=xµ=µ(B!n⊗x).
For any finitely generated C !n-module M there is an isomorphism α obtained as
the composition of the natural isomorphisms:
HomB!n(B
!
n ⊗
C!n
M ,k)∼=HomC!n(M ,HomB!n(B
!
n,k))
∼=HomC!n(M ,k).
If j:M → B!n ⊗
C!n
M be the map j(m)=1⊗m and f:B!n ⊗
C!n
M → k is any map, then
α(f)=fj.
Then ψρ(x)=ψ(xµ) is the top sequence in the commutative exact diagram:
0→ k → L → k → 0
↓ 1 ↓ ↓ j
0→ k → W → B!n ⊗
C!n
k → 0
↓ 1 ↓ ↓ µ
0→ k → E → k → 0
Since µj=1, gluing both diagrams we obtain ψρ(x)=resx. 
Lemma 10. Under the conditions of the previous lemma the map ρ is surjective.
Proof. Since B!n=C
!
n⊕ZC
!
n , B
!
n ⊗
C!n
k is a graded vector space of dimension two
with one copy of k in degree zero and one copy of k in degree one. Hence the
multiplication map µ:B!n ⊗
C!n
k→ k is an epimorphsi with kernel u:k[-1]→ B!n ⊗
C!n
k.
Let y:0→ k[-1]→ E → B!n ⊗
C!n
k→ 0 be an element of Ext1B!n
(k,B!n ⊗
C!n
k) and take
the pullback:
0→ k[-1] → N → k[-1] → 0
↓ 1 ↓ ↓ u
0→ k[-1] → E → B!n ⊗
C!n
k → 0
But the top exact sequence split because the ends are generated in the same
degree and the algebra is Koszul or equivalently there is a lifting v:k[-1]→ E of u
and we get a commutative exact diagram:
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0 → k[-1] → k[-1] → 0
↓ ↓ v ↓ u
0→ k[-1] → E → B!n ⊗
C!n
k → 0
↓ 1 ↓ ↓ µ
0→ k[-1] → L → k → 0
Proving ρ is surjective. 
Corollary 5. The map res: ⊕
m≥0
ExtmB!n
(k,k)→ ⊕
m≥0
ExtmC!n
(k,k) is a surjective homo-
morphism of algebras and the kernel of res is the ideal ZBn = BnZ.
Proof. Since both B!n and C
!
n are Koszul algebras they are graded algebras gen-
erated in degree one, and it follows from the lemma that for any m>0 the map
res:ExtmB!n
(k,k)→ExtmC!n
(k,k) is surjective.
Observe that for any homomorphism f:Bn → Cn Z is in the kernel.
We have in Bn the equality X1δ1-δ1X1=Z
2. Since Cn is commutative, f(X1δ1-
δ1X1)=f(X1)f(δ1)-f(δ1)f(X1)=f(Z)
2=0,
But since Cn is an integral domain, it follows f(Z)=0.
In particular ZBn ⊆Ker(res) and there is a factorization:
Bn → Cn
ց ր α
Bn/ZBn
and since Bn/ZBn ∼= Cn it follows by dimension, that α is an isomorphism. 
Lemma 11. With the same notation as in the previous lemma, let M be a Koszul
C !n-module and ψ : GB!n(B
!
n ⊗
C!n
M)→ GC!n(M), the isomorphism in the previous
lemma.
Then given y∈ExtmB!n
(B!n ⊗
C!n
M ,k) and c∈Ext1B!n
(k,k), we have ψ(cy)=res(c)ψ(y).
Proof. The map f:B!n ⊗
C!n
Ωm(M)→ k corresponding to the extension y is the map
in the commutative exact diagram:
0→ B!n ⊗
C!n
Ωm(M) → B!n ⊗
C!n
C!km−1n ...→ B
!
n ⊗
C!n
C!k0n → B
!
n ⊗
C!n
M → 0
↓ f ↓ ↓ ↓ 1
0→ k → E1 ...→ Em → B
!
n ⊗
C!n
M → 0
where y is the bottom raw.
If j:Ωm(M)→ B!n ⊗
C!n
Ωm(M) is the map j(m)=1⊗m, then ψ(y) is the extension
corresponding to the map fj.
Consider the commutative diagram with exact rows:
0→ Ωm+1(M) → C !kmn → Ω
m(M) → 0
j ↓ j ↓ j ↓
0→ B!n ⊗
C!n
BΩm+1(M) → B!n ⊗
C!n
C !kmn → B
!
n ⊗
C!n
Ωm(M) → 0
Ωf ↓ ↓ f ↓
0→ JB!n → B
!
n → k → 0
g ↓ ↓ 1 ↓
0→ k → L → k → 0
where c is the bottom sequence.
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Since B!n=C
!
n ⊕ C
!
nZ as C
!
n-module, the map g restricted to C
!
n represents the
extension res(c).
Taking the pullback we obtain a commutative diagram with exact rows:
0→ Ωm+1(M) → C !kmn → Ω
m(M) → 0
gΩ(f)j ↓ ↓ 1 ↓
0→ k → W → Ωm(M) → 0
1 ↓ ↓ fj ↓
0→ k → L → k → 0
and Ω(fj)=Ω(f)j.
It follows ψ(cy)=res(c)ψ(y). 
As a corollary we obtain the following:
Proposition 5. Let M be a Koszul C !n-module and GB!n = ⊕m≥0
ExtmC!n
(-,k) Koszul
duality. Then Z(GB!n(B
!
n ⊗
C!n
M))=0.
Proof. Denote by z the extension corresponding to Z under the isomorphism Bn ∼=
⊕
m≥0
ExtmB!n
(k,k). By the previous lemma, for any extension y∈ExtmB!n
(B!n⊗
C!n
M),k),
ψ(zy)=res(z)ψ(y) and by lemma 10, res(z)=0. Since ψ is an isomorphism, it follows
zy=0, hence Z(GB!n(B
!
n⊗
C!n
M))=0. 
Proposition 6. Let B!n and C
!
n be the algebras given above. Then for any induced
module B!n ⊗
C!n
M when we apply the duality φ to B!n ⊗
C!n
M we obtain an element of
T .
Proof. There exists some integer n≥0 such that ΩnM and Ωn(B!n ⊗
C!n
M) are weakly
Koszul. Since φ(Ωn(B!n ⊗
C!n
M))∼= φ(B!n ⊗
C!n
M)[n].The object φ(Ωn(B!n ⊗
C!n
M)) is in
T if and only if φ(B!n ⊗
C!n
M) is in T . We may assume M and B!n ⊗
C!n
M are weakly
Koszul.
The module M has a filtration: M=Up ⊃ Up−1 ⊃ ...U1 ⊃ U0 such that Ui/Ui−1
is Koszul, hence; B!n ⊗
C!n
M has a filtration: B!n ⊗
C!n
M=B!n ⊗
C!n
Up ⊃ B
!
n ⊗
C!n
Up−1 ⊃
...B!n ⊗
C!n
U1 ⊃ B
!
n ⊗
C!n
U0 such that B
!
n ⊗
C!n
Ui/B
!
n ⊗
C!n
Ui−1 ∼= B
!
n⊗
C!n
Ui/Ui−1 is Koszul.
The exact sequence: 0→ B!n ⊗
C!n
U0 → B
!
n ⊗
C!n
U1 → B
!
n ⊗
C!n
U1/U0 →0 induces an
exact sequence of complexes:
0→ φ(B!n ⊗
C!n
U1/U0)→ φ(B
!
n ⊗
C!n
U1)→ φ(B
!
n ⊗
C!n
U0)→0 which in turn induces a
long exact sequence:
...→H1(φ(B!n ⊗
C!n
U1/U0))→H
1(φ(B!n ⊗
C!n
U1))→H
1(φ(B!n ⊗
C!n
U0))→H
0(φ(B!n ⊗
C!n
U1/U0))
→H0(φ(B!n ⊗
C!n
U1))→H
0(φ(B!n ⊗
C!n
U0))→0
whereHi(φ(B!n⊗
C!n
U0))=0 for i 6=0 and H
0(φ(B!n⊗
C!n
U0))=GB!n(B
!
n⊗
C!n
U0)∼= GC!n(U0)
of Z-torsion, H0(φ(B!n ⊗
C!n
U1))∼=H
0(φ(B!n ⊗
C!n
U0)) and H
i(φ( B!n ⊗
C!n
U1/U0)) ∼=
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Hi(φ(B!n ⊗
C!n
U1)) for i 6=0. It follows H
i(φ(B!n ⊗
C!n
U1)) is of Z-torsion for all i. By
induction Hi(φ(B!n ⊗
C!n
M)) is of Z-torsion for all i.
We have proved φ(B!n ⊗
C!n
M)∈ T . 
Lemma 12. Let M be a B!n-module and assume there is an integer n≥0 such that
ΩnM =N has the following properties:
The module N is weakly Koszul, it has a filtration: N=Up ⊃ Up−1 ⊃ ...U1 ⊃ U0
such that Ui/Ui−1 is Koszul, and for all k≥0, J
kUi ∩ Ui−1=J
kUi−1.
The Koszul modules GB!n(Ui/Ui−1)=Vi are of Z-torsion.
Then φ(M) is in T .
Proof. As above, φ(M) is in T if and only if φ(N) is in T .
The exact sequence: 0 → U0 → U1 → U1/ U0 → 0 induces an exact sequence:
0→ φ(U1/ U0)→ φ(U1)→ φ(U0)→ 0 such that H
0(φ(U1))∼=H
0(φ(U0))∼= GB!n(U0) is
of Z-torsion and Hi(φ(U1/U0))∼=H
i(φ(U1)) is of Z-torsion for all i 6=0. By induction,
Hi(φ(N)) is of Z-torsion for all i, hence φ(N) is in T . 
Theorem 2. Let T ′ be the subcategory of grB!n corresponding to T under the dual-
ity: φ:gr
B!n
→Db(QgrBn). This is: φ(T
′)=T. Then T ′ is the smallest triangulated
subcategory of grB!ncontaining the induced modules and closed under the Nakayama
automorphism.
Proof. Let B be a triangulated subcategory of grB!ncontaining the induced modules
and closed under the Nakayama automorphism. LetM ∈ T ′ and ΩnM=N weakly
Koszul with a filtration N=Up ⊃ Up−1 ⊃ ...U1 ⊃ U0 such that Ui/Ui−1 is Koszul,
and for all k≥0, JkUi ∩ Ui−1=J
kUi−1.
Since T ′ is closed under the shift the module N is also in T ′. We prove by
induction on the length of the filtration that for each i the modules Ui, Ui/Ui−1are
in T ′.
We have an exact sequence of complexes: 0→ φ( N/ U0)→ φ(N)→ φ(U0)→ 0
By the long homology sequence there is an exact sequence:
...Hi+1(φ(U0)→Hi(φ( N/ U0))→Hi(φ(N))→Hi(φ(U0))→Hi−1(φ(N/ U0))...
→H0(φ( N/ U0))→H0(φ(N))→H0(φ(U0))→ 0
By [MZ], H0(φ(N))=H0(φ(U0)), H0(φ( N/U0))=0 and Hi(φ(U0))=0 for all i 6=0.
Then Hi(φ(N/ U0))=Hi(φ(N)) for all i 6=0 and H0(φ(U0)) is of Z-torsion and
Hi(φ(N/U0)) is of Z -torsion for all i.
It follows by induction, Ui, Ui/Ui−1are in T
′ for all i.
The Koszul modules GB!n(Ui/Ui−1)=Vi are of Z-torsion and each Z
jVi is Koszul.
There exists an exact sequence:
0→ FBn(Z
kiVi)[-ki]→ FBn(Z
ki−1Vi/Z
kiVi)[-ki+1]...
→ FBn(Vi/ZVi)→ Ui/Ui−1 →0 where each FBn(Z
jVi/Z
j+1Vi)∼= B
!
n ⊗
C!n
Xij is an
induced module of a Koszul C !n-module Xij .
Then each FBn(Z
jVi/Z
j+1Vi) ∼= B
!
n ⊗
C!n
Xij is in B .
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Moreover, the exact sequences: 0→B!n⊗
C!n
Xiki →B
!
n⊗
C!n
Xiki−1 →Kki−2 →0 gives
rise to triangles: B!n⊗
C!n
Xiki → B
!
n⊗
C!n
Xiki−1 → Kki−2 → Ω
−1(B!n⊗
C!n
Xiki). Therefore
Kki−2 ∈ B. It follows by induction, Ui/Ui−1 ∈ B.
The filtration N=Up ⊃ Up−1 ⊃ ...U1 ⊃ U0 induces triangles:
U0 → U1 → U1/U0 → Ω
−1(U0) with U0,U1/U0 ∈ B. It follows U1 ∈ B.
By induction, N ∈ B.
We have proved T ′ ⊂ B. 
Theorem 3. Let T ′ be the subcategory of grB!n corresponding to T under the
duality: φ:gr
B!n
→Db(QgrBn). This is: φ(T
′)=T . Then T ′has Auslander Reiten
triangles and they are of type ZA∞.
Proof. Let M be an indecomposable non projective module in T ′. Then we have
almost split sequences: 0 → σΩ2M → E → M → 0 and 0 → M → F →
σ−1Ω−2M → 0, since the category T is closed under the Nakayama automorphism,
T ′ is also closed under the Nakayama automorphism and σΩ2M , σ−1Ω−2M are
objects in T ′. From the exact sequences of complexes: 0 → φ(M)→ φ(E)→
φ(σΩ2M)→ 0 and 0→ φ(σ−1Ω−2M)→ φ(F )→ φ(M)→ 0 and the long homology
sequence we get that both φ( E) and φ( F ) are in T. Therefore: E and F are in T ′.
We have proved T ′has almost split sequences and they are almost split sequences in
gr
B!n
. We proved in [MZ] that the Auslander Reiten components of grB!n are of type
ZA∞. It follows σΩ
2M → E → M → σΩ2M [-1], M → F → σ−1Ω−2M → M [-1]
are Auslander Reiten triangles and the Auslander Reiten components are of type
ZA∞. 
We will characterize now the full subcategory F ′ of grB!nsuch that φ(F
′)=F .
Theorem 4. The subcategory F ′ of grB!nsuch that φ(F
′)=F consists of the graded
B!n-modules M such that the restriction of M to C
!
n is injective.
Proof. Let M ∈ F ′. There is an isomorphism:
HomDb(Qgr
B
op
n
)(T ,πφ(M))∼=HomgrB!n(M ,T
′)=0, which implies HomB!n(M,T
′)=0
In particular for any induced module B!n ⊗
C!n
Ω2L we have:
HomB!n(M ,B
!
n ⊗
C!n
Ω2L)=0=HomB!n(Ω
−2M ,B!n ⊗
C!n
L).
By Auslander-Reiten formula:
D(HomB!n(Ω
−2M ,B!n ⊗
C!n
L))=Ext1B!n
(B!n ⊗
C!n
L,M)=0 for all L ∈grC!n .
Consider the exact sequences: 0→ ΩC!n(L)→ F → L→ 0, with F the projective
cover of L. It induces an exact sequence:
0→ B!n ⊗
C!n
ΩC!n(L)→ B
!
n ⊗
C!n
F → B!n ⊗
C!n
L→ 0
By the long homology sequence, there is an exact sequence:
0→HomB!n(B
!
n ⊗
C!n
L,M)→HomB!n(B
!
n ⊗
C!n
F ,M)→HomB!n(B
!
n ⊗
C!n
ΩC!n(L),M)→
Ext1B!n
(B!n ⊗
C!n
L,M)→ 0 which by the adjunction isomorphism are isomorphic to
the exact sequences:
0→HomC!n(L, M)→HomC!n(F , M) →HomC!n(ΩC!n(L), M)→Ext
1
C!n
(L, M)→ 0.
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It follows, Ext1C!n
(L,M)∼=Ext1B!n
(B!n ⊗
C!n
L, M) and by dimension shift
ExtkC!n
(L, M)∼=ExtkB!n
(B!n ⊗
C!n
L, M)=0 for all k≥1.
We have proved the restriction of M to C !n is injective.
Let’s assume now the restriction of M to C !n is injective:
Then for any integer n the restriction of ΩnM to C !n is injective.
Let X ∈ T ′. There exists an integer n≥0 such that ΩnX =Y , is weakly Koszul
and it has a filtration: Y=Up ⊃ Up−1 ⊃ ...U1 ⊃ U0 such that Ui/Ui−1 is Koszul,
and for all k≥0, JkUi ∩ Ui−1=J
kUi−1.The Koszul modules GB!n(Ui/Ui−1)=Vi are
of Z-.torsion and each ZjVi is Koszul.
Set N=ΩnM , the restriction of N to C !n is injective.
There exist exact sequences:
0→ FBn(Z
kiVi)[-ki]→ FBn(Z
ki−1Vi/Z
kiVi)[-ki+1]...
→ FBn(Vi/ZVi)→ Ui/Ui−1 → 0 where each FBn(Z
jVi/Z
j+1Vi) ∼= B
!
n ⊗
C!n
Xij is
an induced module of a Koszul C !n-module Xij .
The exact sequences: 0 → B!n ⊗
C!n
Xiki → B
!
n ⊗
C!n
Xiki−1 → Kki−2 → 0 induce
exact sequences:
0→HomB!n(Kki−2,N)→HomB!n(B
!
n ⊗
C!n
Xiki−1 ,N)→HomB!n(B
!
n ⊗
C!n
Xiki ,N)
→Ext1B!n
(Kki−2,N)→Ext
1
B!n
(B!n ⊗
C!n
Xiki−1,N)→Ext
1
B!n
(B!n ⊗
C!n
Xiki ,N)
→Ext2B!n
(Kki−2,N)→Ext
2
B!n
(B!n ⊗
C!n
Xiki−1,N)→..
where Extj
B!n
(B!n ⊗
C!n
Xiki−l,N)
∼=Ext
j
C!n
(Xiki−1,N)=0 for all j≥1.
It follows: Extj
B!n
(Kki−2,N)=0 for all j≥2.But Ext
j
B!n
(Kki−2, N)
∼=Ext
j−1
B!n
(Kki−2,Ω
−1N) and Extj
B!n
(Kki−2,Ω
−1N)=0 for all j≥1.
The sequences: 0 → Kki−2 → B
!
n ⊗
C!n
Xiki−2 → Kki−3 → 0 induce exact
sequences:
Extj
B!n
(Kki−3,Ω
−1N)→Extj
B!n
(B!n ⊗
C!n
Xiki−2,Ω
−1N)→Extj
B!n
(Kki−2,Ω
−1N)
→Extj+1
B!n
(Kki−3,Ω
−1N)→Extj+1
B!n
(B!n ⊗
C!n
Xiki−2,Ω
−1N)→..
Therefore Extj+1
B!n
(Kki−3,Ω
−1N)=0 for j≥1which implies
Extj
B!n
(Kki−3,Ω
−2N)=0 for j≥1.
Continuing by induction there exist some m≥0 such that
Extj
B!n
(Ui/Ui−1,Ω
−mN)=0 for j≥1.
By induction on p we obtain Extj
B!n
(Y ,Ω−mN)=0 for j≥1, in particular
Ext1B!n
(Y,Ω−mN)=0.
By Auslander-Reiten formula, Ext1B!n
(Y ,Ω−mN)∼=D(HomB!n(Ω
−mN ,Ω2Y ))∼=
D(HomB!n(N ,Ω
2+mY ))∼=D(HomB!n(Ω
nM ,Ω2+mY )).
It follows HomB!n(Ω
nM ,Ω2+m+nX)=0 which implies HomB!n(M ,Ω
2+mX)=0.
Observe m depends only on X . Taking Ω2+mM instead of M we obtain
HomB!n(Ω
2+mM ,Ω2+mX)=HomB!n(M ,X)=0.
Therefore HomgrB!n(M ,X)=0. It follows M ∈ F
′. 
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Theorem 5. The category F ′ is closed under the Nakayama automorphism, F ′
has Auslander Reiten sequences and they are of the form ZA∞. Moreover, F
′ is a
triangulated category with Auslander-Reiten triangles and they are of type ZA∞.
Proof. Let M be an indecomposable non projective object in F ′ and 0 → ΩM →
P → M → 0 exact with P the projective cover of M . Since the restriction of
P to C !n is projective and restriction is an exact functor, it follows ΩM is in F
′.
Similarly, Ω−1M is in F ′.
If P is a projective B!n -module and σ the Nakayama automorphism, then σP is
also projective. Therefore: F ′ is closed under the Nakayama automorphism.
It is clear now that F ′ has Auslander Reiten sequences and they are of the form
ZA∞, by [MZ].
Let f:M → N be a homomorphism with M , N in F ′ and let j:M → P be the
injective envelope of M . There is an exact sequence: 0 → M → P ⊕N → L → 0
with M and P ⊕N in F ′. Then L is also in F ′ and the triangle M → N → L →
Ω−1M is a triangle in F ′. 
We have characterized the pair (F ′,T ′) corresponding to (T ,F) under the duality
φ:gr
B!n
→Db(QgrBn). Applying the usual duality D:grB!n
→gr
B
!op
n
we obtain a pair
(D(T ′),D(F ′)) which corresponds to (T ,F) under the equivalence:
φD:gr
B
!op
n
→Db(QgrBn).
Observe the following:
From the bimodule isomorphism B!nσ
−1 ∼=D(B!n), for any induced B
!
n-module
B!n ⊗
C!n
X , there are natural isomorphisms:
HomB!n(B
!
n ⊗
C!n
X ,D(B!n))
∼=D(B!n ⊗
C!n
X)∼=HomB!n(B
!
n ⊗
C!n
X , B!nσ
−1)∼=
HomC!n(X , B
!
nσ
−1)∼=HomC!n(X ,C
!
n)⊗
C!n
B!nσ
−1.
For any finitely generated right C !n-module Y there exists a left C
!
n-module X
such that HomC!n(X ,C
!
n)
∼= Y , hence D(B!n ⊗
C!n
X)σ ∼= Y ⊗
C!n
B!n. Since T
′ is invariant
under σ, D(T ′) is also invariant under σ and D(T ′) contains the induced modules.
Let B be a triangulated subcategory of grB!opn containing the induced mod-
ules. A triangle A
f
→ B
g
→ C
h
→ A[1] in grB!n comes from an exact sequence
0 → A

 f
u


→ B ⊕ P
(g,v)
→ C → 0 with P a projective module, hence
D(C)
D(g)
→ D(B)
D(f)
→ D(A)→D(C)[1] is a triangle in gr
B
!op
n
. Therefore: D(B) is a
triangulated category containing the duals of the induced modules D(Y ⊗
C!n
B!n)
∼=
D(D(B!n ⊗
C!n
X)σ)∼=D(HomC!n(X, C
!
n)⊗
C!n
B!n)
∼=HomB!n(HomC!n(X , C
!
n)⊗
C!n
B!n,σB
!
n)
∼=
σB!n ⊗
C!n
X . Clearly σD(B) is a triangulated category containing the induced mod-
ules. Therefore: T ′ ⊂ σD(B). Since T ′ is closed under Nakayama´s automorphism
σ, T ′ ⊂ D(B). It follows D(T ′)⊂ B and D(T ′) can be described as the smallest
triangulated subcategory of gr
B
!op
n
that contains the induced modules.
The usual duality D induces an isomorphism:
D:ExtiC!n
(M ,N)→Exti
Cop!n
(D(N),D(M)).
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It follows that the restriction ofM to C !n is injective if and only if the restriction
of D(M) to Cop!n is projective (injective). It follows D(F
′) is the category of Bop!n -
modules whose restriction to Cop!n is injective.
T=D(T ′) is a ”epasse” subcategory of gr
B
!op
n
.The functor φD induces an equiv-
alence of categories: gr
B
!op
n
/T∼=Db(QgrBopn )/T and we proved D
b(QgrBopn )/T
∼=
Db(gr(Bn)Z ).
The equivalence gr(Bn)Z
∼=modAn induces an equivalence: D
b(gr(Bn)Z )
∼=
Db(modAn).
We have proved:
Theorem 6. There is an equivalence of triangulated categories:
gr
B!n
/T∼=Db(modAn).
The category F=D(F ′) is the category of all T -local objects it is triangulated.
By [Mi], there is a full embedding: F→gr
B
!op
n
/T∼=Db(modAn).
Proposition 7. The category indC!n of all induced B
!
n-modules is contravariantly
finite in grB!n .
Proof. Let M be a B!n-module and µ: B
!
n ⊗
C!n
M → M the map given by multi-
plication. Let α:HomB!n(B
!
n ⊗
C!n
M ,M)→HomC!n(M ,M) the morphism giving the
adjunction. It is easy to see that α(µ)=1M .
Let ϕ:B!n ⊗
C!n
N → M be any map and α(ϕ)=f: N → M the map given by
adjunction. There is a commutative square
HomB!n(B
!
n ⊗
C!n
M ,M)
αM→ HomC!n(M ,M)
↓ (1 ⊗ f,M) ↓ (f,M)
HomB!n(B
!
n ⊗
C!n
N ,M)
αN→ HomC!n(N ,M)
from the commutativity of the diagram f=αN (ϕ)=αN (µ1⊗f) implies ϕ=µ1⊗f.
We have proved the triangle:
B!n ⊗
C!n
N
1⊗ fւ ↓ φ
B!n ⊗
C!n
M
µ
→ M
commutes. 
Corollary 6. add(indC!n ) is contravariantly finite.
Corollary 7. indC!n is functorialy finite.
Proof. It is clear from the duality D(indC!n)
∼=indCop!n 
Observe (indC!n)
⊥ ∼= F ′ however indC!n is not necessary closed under extensions
and we can not conclude F ′ contravariantly finite.
For the notions of contravariantly finite, covariantly finite and functorialy finite,
we refer to [AuS].
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